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People 

Rachel Croson has been 

named the Executive Vice 

President and Provost at the 

University of Minnesota. She 

began on March 31 and has 

so far been in her office a 

total of twice. What a crazy 

time to start a new job! 

New BOM Section President, 

Ruthy Beer, made the move to  

Zicklin School of Business, 

Baruch College (CUNY) in 2020. 

Congratulations! 

 

 

   

Ruthy is joined on the BOM Section Officers by 

Evgeny Kagan (Treasurer), Anyan Qi (Secretary) 

and Michael Becker-Peth (Vice-President). 

Newsletter editor, Lisa Yeo, has a biPawd foster 

dog, Aaron, who is looking for an adopter in 

California. He’s adorable – contact her for info. 

 

 

From Elliott Bendoly: 

Happy new year all!  

One of my resolutions this year is to shore up the 

work begun 15 years back on the BDOM Network 

site (a site spanning all organizational and 

scholarly interests in BeOps).  I had given control 

to someone back in 2012, but the site really 

needed some care, so I’ve begun to revamp it:  

www.be-ops.com.  

A few things I would like to get your help on:  

• Upcoming conferences.  If you have details, 

please share.  

• Related papers – This one needs a fair bit of 

work (at least 8 years of pubs)  

• Possibly a listing of scholars interested in 

BeOps… with links to university pages… 

tougher to maintain, if it is ultimately retained 

at all.    

• Moderator roles for the Behavioral Operations 

LinkedIn group.  

Please contact me directly on any of the above:  bendoly.2@osu.edu 

http://www.be-ops.com/
mailto:bendoly.2@osu.edu
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Places 

2019 International Workshop on Behavioral Operations Management 

The 11th International Workshop on 

Behavioral Operations Management jointly 

organized by Tsinghua University, Beijing 

Foreign Studies University (BFSU), and 

Operations Research Society of China was 

held in Beijing China on December 14-15, 

2019. About 410 conference participants 

attended the conference. Saif Benjaafar (U 

of Minnesota), George Cai (Santa Clara 

University), Karen Zheng (MIT), and 

Matthew Shum (Cal Tech) gave keynote 

speeches. Tony Haitao Cui (U. of Minnesota), Shu-Cherng Fang (North Carolina State U), Xiaobo Zhao 

(Tsinghua Univ.), and Jihong Zhang (BFSU) served as conference co-chairs. The 12th Workshop will be 

hosted by Nanjing University on Dec. 19-20, 2020 in Nanjing China. 

 

2020 Best Working Paper 

On behalf of the awards committee, thank you 

to all who participated in the INFORMS 2020 

Behavioral Ops Best Working Paper 

Competition, and a special thanks to all the 

hard work from reviewers in our community. 

We had a record number 48 submissions, an 

unprecedented number of high-quality 

submissions. Below are the five finalists.  

First place: The Gatekeeper's Dilemma: "When 

Should I Transfer This Customer?" by Evgeny 

Kagan, Brett Hathaway, & Maqbool Dada  

Second place: To What Extent Do Workers’ 

Preferences Matter by Zhenzhen Jia, Kejia Hu, 

Jian-Qiang Hu, & Vishal Ahuja 

Honorable mentions (we have three this year due 

to the record number of excellent submissions):  

• Off-Grid Lighting Business Models to Serve the 

Poor: Evidence From a Structural Model and 

Field Experiments in Rwanda  

• by Bhavani Shanker Uppari, Serguei 

Netessine, Ioana Popescu, & Clarke Rowan  

• Silent Abandonment in Contact Centers: 

Estimating Customer Patience from Uncertain 

Data by Antonio Castellanos, Galit Yom-Tov, 

& Yair Goldberg   

• A capacity allocation auction for sales and 

operations planning - Eliciting truthful 

information by Frank Hage, Sebastian 

Schiffels, & Martin Grunow  

Congratulations, again, and thank you everyone 

for making the competition a success. 
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2019 Best Working Paper  

Since it’s been over a year since our last 

newsletter, we wanted to also congratulate the 

2019 Best Working Paper winners. The results 

were announced at the conclusion of a special 

presentation session at INFORMS 2019: 

First Place: Mitigating 

the Negative Effects of 

Customer Anxiety 

through Access to 

Human Contact 

Michelle Shell (Harvard 

University) & Ryan Buell 

(Harvard University) 

Second Place: Multi-Period Inventory 

Management with Budget Cycles: Rational and 

Behavioral Decision Making Michael Becker-Peth 

(RSM Erasmus), Kai Hoberg (KLU Hamburg), & 

Margarita Protopappa-Sieke (McKinsey & 

Company) 

Honorable Mention: The Impact of Behavioral 

and Economic Drivers on Gig Economy Workers 

Park Sinchaisri (University of Pennsylvania), Gad 

Allon (University of Pennsylvania), Maxime 

Cohen (NYU) 

INFORMS 2020 

We did not track attendance; live attendance 

was low for this first-ever online-only INFORMS. 

We do hope some folks viewed the talks 

asynchronously, as there was some very 

interesting research presented. You can always 

reach out to any of the presenters to talk more 

about their work. 

We had 8 sessions (listed below) as well as the 

Best Working Paper Award session in the BOM 

cluster.  In addition, there was a business 

meeting (with 50 or so attendees). 

 

INFORMS 2021 

Jiayu Chen and Gloria 

Urrea are co-chairing 

the BOM Cluster at 

the next INFORMS 

Annual Meeting in 

California (Oct 24-27, 2021). At this point, they 

are in the process of putting together a high-

quality track to showcase the latest research in 

our field. If you want to be a session chair for the 

conference or have a paper that you would like to 

present, please reach out to them! 

(jiayu.chen1@ucalgary.ca, 

gloria.urrea@colorado.edu) 

OR Special Issue on 

Behavioral Queueing 

Science 

Curious about this special issue 

of Operations Research?  

We received a total of 52 

submissions. We believe that this is a high 

number, which underscores the significance that 

the subject of Behavioral Queueing Science has 

gained. 

Many thanks to the editors of this special issue: 

Armann Ingolfsson, Avishai Mandelbaum, Kenneth 

Schultz and Galit Yom-Tov.  

mailto:gloria.urrea@colorado.edu
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15th Annual Behavioral Operations 

Conference 

Summer 2021 (dates TBD); Sam M. Walton 

College of Business, University of Arkansas 

Pandemic permitting, the Behavioral Operations 

Conference will be held at the University of 

Arkansas in Fayetteville next summer. Given 

some of the uncertainty we will not finalize 

dates until sometime in January. While it will be 

challenging, hopefully it will be good for us to 

take a first step toward returning normalcy. We 

hope that you all will be able to travel by then, 

but we will provide some options for anyone 

who is unable to travel but don’t want to miss 

out. Keep safe everyone! 

Look out for notifications! Contact John 

Aloysius, University of Arkansas 

aloysius@uark.edu for updates or visit the 

conference website 

https://jindal.utdallas.edu/events/behavioral-

operations-conference/.  

 

2021 College of Behavioral OM Junior 

Scholar Paper Competition 

The 2021 competition is now open for 

submissions. The winner will be announced at the 

2021 POMS conference May 1-5, 2021. 

Submissions are due no later than Feb. 28, 2021. 

The full call for submissions is included as an 

Appendix to this newsletter. 

 

Congratulations to the 2020 winner, Somya Singhvi, 

from MIT, for the paper Improving Farmers' Income 

on Online Agri-platforms: Theory and Field 

Implementation of a Two-Stage Auction.  

 

 

Publications 

S. Eckerd, S. DuHadway, L. Kaufmann, C. Carter, E. Bendoly. (2021) On Making Experimental Design 

Choices: Discussions on the use and challenges of demand effects, incentives, deception, samples, and 

vignettes.  Journal of Operations Management, forthcoming. 

In late 2018, the Journal of Operations Management published an invited methods article by Lonati 

et al. (2018) to provide guidance to authors on how to design behavioral experiments to achieve the 

rigor required for consideration in the journal. That article was written as a response to a number of 

behavioral research submissions to JOM, each dealing with interesting topics but viewed by the 

editors to possess poor design choices at inception. While the Lonati et al. (2018) piece provides 

experimental guidance fitting to certain research agendas, questions have arisen concerning 

whether and how exactly to implement some of the points that it makes, and how to best address 

trade-offs in the design of behavioral experiments. Questions have also arisen concerning how to 

apply these concepts in operations management (OM) research. This technical note seeks to 

address these questions, by diving into the details of research risks and trade-offs regarding demand 

effects, incentives, deception, sample selection, and context-rich vignettes. The authors would like 

https://jindal.utdallas.edu/events/behavioral-operations-conference/
https://jindal.utdallas.edu/events/behavioral-operations-conference/
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to recognize the input of a large number of senior scholars in the JOM community who have 

provided support and feedback as we have sought to help authors tease out what can reasonably be 

done in designing strong behavioral experiments that fit various research agendas. 

Zhong-Zhong Jiang, Guangwen Kong, Yinghao Zhang (2020) Making the Most of Your Regret: Workers’ 

Relocation Decisions in On-Demand Platforms. Manufacturing & Service Operations Management, 

forthcoming. 

Problem definition: We have witnessed a rapid rise of on-demand platforms, such as Uber, in the 

past few years. Although these platforms allow workers to choose their own working hours, they 

have limited leverage in maintaining availability of workers within a region. As such, platforms often 

implement various policies, including offering financial incentives and/or communicating customer 

demand to workers in order to direct more workers to regions with shortage in supply. This research 

examines how behavioral biases such as regret aversion may influence workers’ relocation decisions 

and ultimately the system performance. Academic/practical relevance: Studies on on-demand 

platforms often assume that workers are rational agents who make optimal decisions. Our research 

investigates workers’ relocation decisions from a behavioral perspective. A deeper understanding of 

workers’ behavioral biases and their causes will help on-demand platforms design appropriate 

policies to increase their own profit, worker surplus, and the overall efficiency of matching supply 

with demand. Methodology: We use a combination of behavioral modeling and controlled 

laboratory experiments. We develop analytical models that incorporate regret aversion to produce 

theoretical predictions, which are then tested and verified via a series of controlled laboratory 

experiments. Results: We find that regret aversion plays an important role in workers’ relocation 

decisions. Regret-averse workers are more willing to relocate to the supply-shortage zone than 

rational workers. This increased relocation behavior, however, is not sufficient to translate to a 

better system performance. Platform interventions, such as demand information sharing and 

dynamic wage bonus, can help further improve the system. We find that workers’ regret-aversion 

behavior may lead to an increased profit for the platform, a higher surplus for the workers, and an 

improved demand-supply matching efficiency, thus benefiting the entire on-demand system. 

Managerial implications: Our research emphasizes the importance and necessity of incorporating 

workers’ behavioral biases such as regret aversion into the policy design of on-demand platforms. 

Policies without considering the behavioral aspect of workers’ decision may lead to lost profit for 

the platform and reduced welfare for workers and customers, which may ultimately hurt the on-

demand business. 

Yu, Qiuping (2020) When Providing Wait Times, It Pays to Underpromise and Overdeliver.  Harvard 

Business Review (Digital Article, Oct 2020) 

Virtual queues, or systems that allow you to hold your place without physically standing in line, have 

become commonplace in restaurants, call centers, and many other businesses — and how you build 

those systems can have a major impact on the customer’s experience. In this piece, the author 

shares key takeaways from over a decade’s worth of research on how companies can optimize their 

virtual queuing systems. Specifically, she suggests that providing wait time estimates can reduce 

customers’ average wait time, and that providing pessimistic estimates (i.e., telling customers they 
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will have to wait longer than they actually will) can improve the customer experience. In addition, 

the research shows that providing more frequent progress updates also improves the customer 

experience, and that customers who wait for longer than expected will take longer when their turn 

finally arrives (suggesting that pessimistic estimates can also help businesses to increase 

throughput). 

Yu, Qiuping, Yiming Zhang, and Yong-Pin Zhou. Delay Information in Virtual Queues: A Large-Scale Field 

Experiment on a Ride-Sharing Platform. Working Paper Available at SSRN 3687302 (2020). 

The growing adoption of virtual queues in the service and retail industries has been greatly 

accelerated by COVID-19 due to the requirement of social distancing. In collaboration with a major 

ride-sharing platform,  we  study  how  the  wait  time  information  (WTI)  given  by  the  service  

provider  impacts  customers’ abandonment behavior in virtual queues; the study was conducted 

through a large-scale randomized field experiment that included 1,425,745 rides: one-third of the 

rides received a neutral WTI, one-third received a more optimistic WTI shorter than the neutral WTI 

(hence less frequent updates), and one-third received a  pessimistic  WTI  (hence  more  frequent  

updates).  We find both  the magnitude of the initial WTI and the update frequency of the WTI have 

a significant impact on customer abandonment. Specifically, when adjusting the initial WTI by 1 

minute, it did not impact customer abandonment. We show that this maybe because the magnitude 

effect of the initial WTI is cancelled out by the opposite update-frequency effect. However, when 

adjusting the WTI by more than 1 minute, the magnitude effect becomes dominant: when 

comparing the pessimistic WTI of 4 minutes with the neutral initial WTI of 2 minutes, 5 minutes with 

3 minutes,  and  8  minutes  with  5  minutes,  customers’  likelihood  to  abandon  increases  by  

6.2%,  14.1%,  and19.6%,  respectively.  Similar but opposite effects are found when comparing the 

optimistic WTI with the neutral WTI. We discuss how firms can use our findings and insights to 

design and operate better virtual queues. 

Perera, H.N., Fahimnia, B. and Tokar, T. (2020), Inventory and ordering decisions: a systematic review 

on research driven through behavioral experiments, International Journal of Operations & Production 

Management, Vol. 40 No. 7/8, pp. 997-1039. https://doi.org/10.1108/IJOPM-05-2019-0339 

International Journal of Operations and Production Management recently published a systematic 

review under the title “Inventory and ordering decisions: a systematic review on research driven 

through behavioral experiments”.  This was coauthored by Niles Perera (University of Moratuwa, 

Sri Lanka), Behnam Fahimnia (The University of Sydney, Australia) and Travis Tokar (Texas Christian 

University, USA). The paper presents a systematic review that specifically investigates the state-of-

the-art of inventory ordering decisions using behavioral experiments. The paper analyzes 101 

journal articles systematically derived to be relevant to the scope. The analysis identifies primary 

research clusters, summarizes key learnings and highlights opportunities for future research in this 

critical decision-making area. 

 

S. Sommer, E. Bendoly, S. Kavadias. (2020) How do you search for the best alternative? Experimental 

evidence on search strategies to solve complex problems. Management Science 66(3), 1395-1420. 

https://doi.org/10.1108/IJOPM-05-2019-0339
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Through a controlled two-stage experiment, we explore the performance of solution search 

strategies to resolve problems of varying complexity. We validate theoretical results that 

collaborative group structures may search more effectively in problems of low complexity but are 

outperformed by nominal structures at higher complexity levels. We call into question the 

dominance of the nominal group technique. Further close examination of search strategies reveals 

important insights: the number of generated solutions, a typical proxy for good problem-solving 

performance, does not consistently drive performance benefits across different levels of problem 

complexity. The average distance of search steps and the problem space coverage also play critical 

roles. Moreover, their effect is contingent on complexity: a wider variety of solutions is helpful only 

in complex problems. Overall, we caution management about the limitations of generic, albeit 

common, rules of thumb, such as “generate as many ideas as possible.” 

A study using behavioral experiments, published in POM (online in November 2020; doi: 

10.1111/poms.13290), shows that collaborative scenario creation by a buyer-supplier dyad alters the 

scope of supply chain design in relation to regulatory disruptions. The study’s authors – Shardul Phadnis 

(sphadnis@misi.edu.my) and Nitin Joglekar (joglekar@bu.edu) – extend the findings in an MIT Sloan 

Management Review article (“Accelerating supply chain scenario planning”) to show how such 

collaborative scenario planning, coupled with digital tools, can accelerate adaptation to disruptions such 

as those caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Phadnis, S., Joglekar, N.. Configuring Supply Chain Dyads for Regulatory Disruptions: A Behavioral Study 

of Scenarios. Production and Operations Management. (2020), https://doi.org/10.1111/poms.13290 

Joglekar, N., Phadnis, S. (2020). Accelerating Supply Chain Scenario Planning. MIT Sloan Management 

Review. https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/accelerating-supply-chain-scenario-planning/  

Call for Newsletter Submissions – Summer 2021 

The next newsletter should be sent out at the end of July, 2021. But it’s only as good as the content you 

provide. 

General topics include: A. People, B. Places (Meetings, special issues, etc.), C. Pubs1 (Research). 

If you have a paper, please include the citation and abstract. If you are a track chair for a conference, 

don’t make me track you down and send you multiple reminders. Send me a paragraph for the 

newsletter before and after the conference. If you have some news to share with the community, send 

it in. You can send them as they happen, you don’t have to wait for my email. Send to 

lyeo2@ucmerced.edu 

Past newsletters can be found at the INFORMS Section Website 

https://www.informs.org/Community/BOM 

 
1 Or send us your pub photos. Because why not? 

https://doi.org/10.1111/poms.13290
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/accelerating-supply-chain-scenario-planning/
mailto:lyeo2@ucmerced.edu
https://www.informs.org/Community/BOM
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Appendix 

Call for Papers: 2021 College of Behavioral OM Junior Scholar Paper Competition 

The POMS College of Behavior in Operations Management (CBOM) invites submissions to the 2021 

CBOM Junior Scholar Paper Competition. We welcome papers in the domain of behavioral operations 

management. 

The first prize is recognized with a plaque and accompanied by a $500 honorarium. The runner-up prize 

is recognized with a plaque and accompanied by a $300 honorarium. The honorable mention is 

recognized with a plaque.  

The winners will be announced during the 2021 POMS Conference scheduled for May 1-5, 2021. 

Past winners 

2020 Somya Singhvi, MIT, “Improving Farmers' Income on Online Agri-platforms: Theory and Field 

Implementation of a Two-Stage Auction” 

2019 Anna Saez de Tejada Cuenca, UCLA, “Believing in Analytics: Manager’s Adherence to Price 

Recommendations from a DSS”  

2018 Blair Flicker, UT Dallas, “Managerial Insight and ‘Optimal’ Algorithms” 

Eligibility Conditions 

1. Entrant must have been a student on or after January 1, 2019 and the research presented in the 

paper must have been conducted while the entrant was a student. 

2. The submitted paper must present original research conducted primarily by the student entrant. 

Some assistance by other individuals (such as the student's faculty advisor) is permitted, 

however the entrant's primary research advisor must certify that the student's share of 

contribution to the paper exceeds 50%. 

3. Entrant must be a member of the BOM College of POMS on the date of submission (visit the 

POMS Website for information on how to become a POMS/CBOM member). 

4. A student may submit no more than one paper to the competition. 

Award recipients' selection procedure 

The award recipients will be selected by a three-person Awards Committee, which consists of the Chair 

and two members. To inform its opinion, the Committee will seek up to three referee reports for each 

submission. The referees will be selected to minimize the conflict of interest with the authors, and will 

include other CBOM members and/or researchers in this domain. To the extent possible, anonymous 

referee comments will be returned for each submission. 

If a submission has a substantial conflict of interest with a member of the awards committee, the other 

committee members will primarily handle the entry, assign referees and evaluate the submission. 

Should the submission be recommended as a finalist by the remaining two committee members, the 

СBOM President (or designee) will assist in evaluating and/or ranking the finalists.   
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 The 2021 Awards Committee consists of: 

1. Eirini Spiliotopoulou, Chair 

2. Shan Li 

3. Blair Flicker 

Submission Requirements: 

1. A cover letter including: 

a. Names and contact information of all authors; 

b. Names of the student entrant and the student’s primary advisor; 

c. Names and contact information of 3 referees free of conflicts of interests. 

2. The paper in completely anonymous form and PDF file format, with a length of at most 32 pages 

excluding the appendix but including tables, figures, and references, and compliant with all 

submission formatting standards of the POM journal as described at 

http://www.poms.org/journal/author_instructions/. The paper must include all material 

necessary for judges to assess its technical correctness, possibly included in an appendix of no 

more than 8 pages. The file name should be the short title of the paper. 

3. An electronic pdf file of a letter signed by both a faculty adviser and the entrant attesting that 

the entrant and the paper satisfy the eligibility conditions (if the paper is co-authored). 

The above documents should be sent by the entrant to: pomsbomcollege@gmail.com  

Please include "2021 CBOM Junior Scholar Paper Competition: [paper title]" in the subject line.  

Complete entries must be received on or before Feb 28, 2021. It is the entrant's responsibility to allow 

for appropriate time to enroll as a new member of the BOM College (approximately 2-3 business days). 

Any questions related to the competition should be sent by email to 

E.Spiliotopoulou@tilburguniversity.edu.  

Good luck to all entrants! 

Nikolay Osadchiy, Shan Li, Blair Flicker, Eirini Spiliotopoulou 

http://www.poms.org/journal/author_instructions/
mailto:pomsbomcollege@gmail.com
mailto:E.Spiliotopoulou@tilburguniversity.edu

